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pleasantly the disciplined strength of the working-class movement;
on even terms these men could have made short work of the
Storm Troops. The united front loomed up as a coming event
as the Communist leaders devoted themselves to mad schemes
for mobilizing a non-existent army and distributing non-exis-
tent weapons., and as the Socialist leaders spoke out ever more
clearly. There were many Communists among the thousands who
answered with a fierce roar of approval the words of the old
Speaker of the Reichstag,, Paul Loebe, certainly no revolutionary:
"Social Democracy will never again enter coalitions or make
compromises; it will go all out to conquer power for itself." The
Rcichsbanner took as its motto: "Death rather than slavery."
The tone of the Centrist and Liberal press grew ever sharper, and
as outrages multiplied, as speaker after speaker for the government
poured scorn on justice, order, and decency, as the campaign
against liberty was carried even into the august silences of the
Prussian Academy from which Heinrich Mann was compelled
to resign for advocating the united Left front so that "relapse
into barbarism" would be avoided, the temper of the outraged
rose. The union of Roman Catholic associations issued a mani-
festo furiously repudiating the charge of treason against the
republican politicians, and ended a bitter attack ou the govern-
ment with the words:
On the Right there are those who wage war on Marxism; on the
Left there arc the Marxists of two shades who are being driven
into a dangerous alliance for common action. What will be the
end? A life-and-death struggle, front against front, and Germany
exposed to all the horror of civil war.
For printing this, Goering suspended the entire Catholic press—
six hundred papers, including the vice-chancellor's own Germania
—a suspension cancelled only after the ex-chancellor, the once
"inevitable Marx/* had humiliated himself to explain to Goering
that the manifesto expressed anxiety for, not criticism of, the
government. In Bavaria the Centrists with a particularist cause
to serve were verbally at least of sterner stuff. The situation there
was nearly as bad as in 1923 with the r61es rather upset. One

